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URL:
http://www.aimltechnologysolutions
.com
Founded: October 2020
Employees: 3

Entrepreneur

Alex Seguin
alex.seguin@aimltechnologysolution
s.com

Round Overview

Funding Stage: series_seed
Capital Raised: $85k
Capital Seeking: $1M
Pre-Money Valuation: --
Run Rate: $100k
Net Burn: $3.5k

Team

Alex Seguin

Social

https://www.linkedin.com/company/
ai-ml-technology-solutions
https://twitter.com/AIMLTech
https://www.facebook.com/
ai.ml.technology.solutions/

AI/ML Technology Solutions
Education Austin, TX, USA
"Preparing today's students and workforce for the future world of Artificial
Intelligence."

Company Summary

Subsets of the AI market, such as computer vivision - robotics are
growing at 75% a year, with little early hands on training available for
those prior to graduate school. As the talent gap grows, we offer
the:The eXeL AI and MASS-AI platforms provides a patent pending
Eco-System that: -- Simplifies ML workflow with hands-on exposure
and training-- Provides modular AI Projects & capabilities that link to
real-world applications:

Executive Summary

Management

Bart Mooyman Beck, CTO - CoFounder- Launched over 60+ technology
products ranging from compute servers to industrial imaging technology.-
Led 60+ member development teams Alex Seguin, CEO -
CoFounderGlobal Business Manager: - $150M+ Rev and 15+ launces-
Launched new to world acoustic imager @ 4x proforma ($20 M in Year 1)-
Strategy/Growth +R&D Portfolio Manager: Prioritizing $200M R&D
SpendAI Education: 2 Years Post-Graduate

Customer Problem

There are limited AI educational programs in high school and early
adulthood to adequately prepare students for future AI careers.

Product/Services

Our eXeL AI and MASS-AI platform uses modular components, along with
upgradable AI//ML/CV models and computing to seamlessly and simply
set-up and flexibly autonomous tasks and missions of your choice. Using
our Sensor Fusion App, users can easily generate their own custom ML
models, with simplicity and ease. Combining AI/ML with robotic control systems, users can create real-
world applications, performing autonomous tasks or multi-step missions.

Target Market

TAM: 125,000 USA based schools SAM: 4,000 STEM-specific high schools and engineering junior and
community colleges. Target: 2,000 SAM Customers for year 5 STEM educators, curious students,
concerned parents, and re-training adults who requiresimple, affordable, robust and flexible Artificial
Intelligence and robotics tool-sets

Business Model

To focus our marketing efforts, we are targeting 50% share of demand of the SAM for STEM and
engineering schools in 2026. At a $10,000 average selling price of multiple systems for each school,
including eXeL AI and MASS AI, that leads to $20M revenues in year 5, with 5 year cumulative revenues of
$60M. Upside exists in the form of sales to independent parents/students, re-training adults, and global



powered by

customers looking to explore AI/ML.

Customers

Primary Customer Segments:- STEM educators - AI Curious StudentsSTEM Educators and Curious
Students benefit- Concerned Parents - Re-training AdultsPitch video would not load, see YouTube for 3
min Video:https://youtu.be/_lfYMBSPQOo

Sales/Marketing Strategy

We are targeting parents/teachers interested in learning AI/ML who want to prepare their children to gain
hands-on experience with AI - computer vision projects that are linked to real world applications, such as
self-driving. Adding additional technology distributors and resellers will help further accelerate adoption.
Partnering with B2B partners such as Sphero and Nvidia are also of interest, building AI capabilities for the
Sphero RVR.

Competitors

Platforms: Sphero RVR, Lego Mindstorm, Sunfounder V-Car, VeX V5, and others. Computing: Raspberry
Pi, Coral, from Google, and several Nvidia systems on a module (SOM)

Competitive Advantage

Few companies have included AI capabilities into their robotics based STEM offerings, providing us a first
mover's advantage. As well we have a patent pending app, Sensor Fusion, simplifying AI - machine
learning applications & designed for real-world solutions. We also benefit, as we can use our eco-system
to offer part-time paid opportunities to help generate new models for our customer base, adding to our
differentiation strategy.

AI/ML Technology Solutions Annual Financials

2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

AI Kits, Projects & Training -- -- -- -- --

Revenue$ 200 45,000 2,000,000 10,000,000 15,000,000

Expenditure$ -- 20,000 -- -- --

Profit (Loss)$ -- 25,000 -- -- --

Run rate is only $3,500 as we are deferring payment and offering equity, providing us a 1-3 month runway.
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